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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel application-specific Network-on-Chip (NoC) topology synthesis method, in which the partial
connection and the implementation diversity of routers are exploited. NoC has emerged as a promising solution to future system-on-chip
(SoC), andmany researchershave focusedon the automatic synthesis ofNoC topology. In our observation, thoseNoC topologysynthesis
methods resemble the logic synthesis in the following sense: both the NoC topology synthesis and the logic synthesis determine the
connections among the components where the components are the routers in the former and the logic cells in the latter. However, an
outstanding difference is that the existing NoC topology synthesis methods consider only a single implementation for each size of router,
whereas modern logic synthesis tools utilize multiple implementations of a cell to produce better netlist by the feature called technology
mapping. To tackle this drawback,we proposea novel NoC topology synthesismethodologywhere the implementation diversity of routers
is exploited to produce optimal topologies in terms of area and/or power consumption. Two different approaches, the post-process
approach and the in-process approach, are proposed for exploiting the implementation diversity to provide flexibility between synthesis
time and design quality. Also, the proposed method for characterizing and modeling routers makes it feasible to consider the
implementation diversity evenwhen the partial connection of routers is considered during the synthesis. Compared to themethod inwhich
the implementation diversity is exploited but the partial connection is not, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposedmethod
can reduce the power consumption by up to 67.8%and 40.0%on average. On the other hand, compared to themethod inwhich the partial
connection is exploited but the implementation diversity is not, the power consumption is reduced by up to 12.0% and 3.4% on average.

Index Terms—On-chip networks, system-on-chip (SoC), architecture, synthesis

1 INTRODUCTION

DUE to ever-increasing complexity of System-on-Chip
(SoC) integration and poor scaling of metal wire, on-chip

communication architectures have been eagerly researched by
both academia and industry for the past decade. Since on-chip
interconnection network, also calledNetwork-on-Chip (NoC),
was proposed in [1], it has emerged as a promising solution to
many-coreprocessors andvery large scaledSoCs. In fact, itwas
already shown that NoC is now ripe enough to be applied to
real-world products [2]. The underlying philosophy of NoC is
to replace the traditional ad-hoc on-chip wiring with more
structured and modular architectures with routers and links.
There is a variety of research topics for NoC including the
topology, packet routing, router design, and application map-
ping, and they are well summarized and addressed in [3].
While most of the early researches on NoC had focused on

general-purpose and regularly structured NoCs [1], [4], [5],
recent works have shown that NoC is advantageous to the
systems which are dedicated to or emphasized on specific
applications, and that the customized irregular structures
outperformthegeneral-purpose regular ones for those systems
[6]–[8]. In order to fully exploit the benefit of customized
topology for application-specific systems, many researchers
have focused on the synthesis of customized topology for
target applications [8]–[11], [12]–[19]. The existing topology
synthesis methods have aimed at the algorithms (or design
space exploration) to find the best topology for the target
application(s). They typically require several information as
inputs, such asphysical distances among IPs and router library
which contains physical characteristics (delay, area, and
power) of on-chip routers of all sizes.

In our observation, the NoC topology synthesis problem is
analogous to the logic synthesis from several aspects; the logic
synthesis produces netlist composed of various logic gates,
while theNoC topology synthesis produces network composed
of routers of various configurations. Also, modern NoC topol-
ogy synthesis methods consider the physical placement of IPs
(i.e. floorplan information) to accurately reflect the wire effect,
which resembles the contemporary logic synthesis tools con-
sidering the cell placement to producemore realistic and better
netlist (e.g. SynopsysTopographical Technology [20]). In terms
of component library, pre-characterized router models are
used in the NoC topology synthesis methods, which are
obtained from either actual implementation [8], [13] or
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analyticalmodel suchasOrion [21], [22].On the other hand, the
logic synthesis uses the cell library provided by the foundries.
However, an importantpointwhich the existingNoC topology
synthesis methods are missing is that they consider only a
single implementation of a router; that is, they characterized a
certain configuration (e.g. the number of ports) of routerwith a
single set of metrics such as delay, area, and power. For
example, in [8], a router is characterized to have

area and to consume 22.16 mW from their actual
back-end implementation. However, in reality, a router can be
implemented in various ways throughout the typical RTL to
silicon design flow. On the contrary, in the logic synthesis, it
can be easily found that a cell is designed for its various
implementations, e.g. NAND2X2 to NAND2X16. Then, the
synthesis tools exploit the various implementations of the cell
during the procedure technology mapping to produce better
netlist.

To tackle this point, this paper proposes a novel NoC
topology design methodology which focuses on how to char-
acterize routers and utilize the resulting router library, unlike
the existing methods have concentrated mostly on the design
space exploration of the topological choices. Specifically, we
first propose the router characterization andmodelingmethod,
in which the building blocks of routers are separately charac-
terized for their diverse implementations. Then, the character-
istics of an entire router are obtained from those of its building
blocks. Secondly, we propose the NoC topology synthesis
method with two different approaches for exploiting the
diverse implementations of the routers; in the post-process
approach, the topology synthesis process is done first with a
single implementation of the routers, and then the resulting
topology is optimized just once at the end of the topology
synthesis process. On the other hand, the in-process approach
tries to find the best fitting implementation of every router in
every candidate topology. In fact, we presented the idea of
exploiting implementation diversity of routers in our previous
work [23]. This work reinforces the methodology by greatly
reducing the characterization efforts, which in turn makes the
proposed idea (i.e. exploiting implementation diversity) appli-
cable to the finer-grained NoC topology synthesis proposed
in [24].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
works are summarized in Section 2. Motivational examples
and corresponding explanation are given in Section 3. The
details of the proposedNoC topology synthesis methodology
including router characterization and modeling and the NoC
topology synthesis method are presented in Section 4. The
validation of the proposed router model and the evaluation
results of our NoC topology synthesis method are demon-
strated in Section 5. Finally, the concluding remarks are given
in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

In this section, we will give a brief summary of the related
works and compare them with the proposed work. Several
researchers have focused on the synthesis of customized bus
matrix for systems which are dedicated to or emphasized on
specific applications, and they showed the advantages of the
customized busmatrix over the non-customized one. S.Murali

et al. proposed application-specific partial crossbar,1 genera-
tion methods based on mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) [25] and their heuristic clustering algorithm [26]. The
scope of their optimization is to cluster masters and slaves to
several local busses in order to minimize the central backbone
crossbar. S. Pasricha et al. improved the partial crossbar
synthesis method by involving more factors into their optimi-
zation scope, suchasarbitration schemeandbuffer sizeoneach
slave port [27], and types and sizes of system memories [28].
Although these methods greatly improved the performance
and power efficiency of bus matrix architecture, they have
limitation on the scalability and cannot solve the global wire
problems such as long wire delay and routing congestion.

To resolve the drawbacks, many researchers attempted
adoption of the switch-based network in application-specific
SoCs and the custom topology synthesis methods. The topol-
ogy synthesis algorithms are based on either meta-heuristic
such as simulated annealing or genetic algorithm [16], [17],
MILP [12], [13], and their own heuristic search algorithms [5],
[8], [15], [18], [19]. Despite the differences among their algo-
rithms, the focus of these works is to efficiently explore the
search space of topological decisions of on-chip interconnec-
tion networks. In order for further improvement, the work in
[24] integrated the idea of partial crossbar into the topology
synthesis process and proved its effectiveness. All of these
works used the physical characteristics of network compo-
nents, e.g. router, obtained from either actual implementation
[5], [8], [13], [15]–[17], [24] or analytical model [18] such as
Orion [21], [22].However, all of theseworkshave characterized
a router with a single set of metrics, and therefore missed the
opportunity to exploit diverse implementations of the router.

In our previous work in [23], we have shown that exploit-
ing diverse implementations of routers in the NoC topology
synthesis can significantly improve the quality of results.
However, the router characterization overhead is enlarged
in the methodology since an RTL synthesis is required for
every configuration of routers.2 Even though the characteriza-
tion is a one-time job and can be parallelized, themethodology
in [23] is practically unapplicable to the partial connection-
aware topology synthesis method in [24], especially when
multi-voltage and multi-corner need to be considered.

Compared to the previous works, the contributions of our
work are as follows:

Wepropose anovelNoC topology synthesismethodology
in which diverse implementations of routers are
exploited.
Compared to our previous work [23], we greatly reduce
the router characterization effort by employing port-level
characterization. Unlike the works in [12] and [24] which
also used port-level characterization, our work considers
the implementation diversity of the ports. As a result, the
optimization scope of this work encompasses the advan-
tages of our previous works, i.e. the partial connection-
awareness and the implementation diversity.

1. A partially connected router (or crossbar) is a router (or crossbar) in
which not all the input ports and the output ports are connected but,
instead, only the necessary connections are physically established.

2. In [24], all 255 router configurations (1x2 to 16x16) were synthe-
sized and it took about a week.
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Note that, even though this work aims at synthesis of
irregular topology, the idea can be easily adapted to any
regular topology selection method such as [5]. Also, note that
we do not consider floorplan and packet routing (for power
reduction or deadlock avoidance) in our method since the
proposed methodology can be easily integrated on the exist-
ing floorplan-NoC topology co-synthesis methods and rout-
ing allocation methods.

3 MOTIVATION

In this section, we give examples which show the necessity of
the proposed work. First, the implementation diversity of an
input port and an output port is shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b),
respectively. The x-axis labeled ‘implementation point’ indi-
cates a set of implementation constraints; in our experiment,
the longer delay constraint corresponds to the larger index of
the implementation point. With the tighter (i.e. shorter) delay
constraint, the resulting circuit tends to consume more leak-
age power and more energy for a unit bit transfer. The input
port of implementation point 1 consumesmore than 7.7 times
leakage power and 1.6 times more energy for unit bit transfer
than that of implementation point 4. Since a router consists of
the ports and their connections, there exist many different
ways to implement a router.

The implementation diversity of routers may affect the
NoC topology as well. Fig. 2 shows one of the topology
synthesis results in our experiment (specifically, G1_x4).
Fig. 2(b) shows the synthesis result when only a single
implementation point (implementation point 1 in the exam-
ple) is usedduring the synthesis,where the resulting topology
is a single partially connected router. Fig. 2(c) shows the result
after each port in the network in Fig. 2(b) is assigned the
optimal (but not in a strict manner) implementation point by
our post-process optimization algorithm (see Section 4.5). In
this case, the post-process optimization achieves slight power
reduction from 50.43 mW to 50.10 mWwithout changing the
topology. On the other hand, Fig. 2(d) shows the result when
all the implementationpoints areused in the synthesis process
(see Section 4.5). At the first glance, the topology is different
from Fig. 2(b) and c, and the power consumption is reduced
by 11.2% compared to Fig. 2(b). The reasonwhy the solution in
Fig. 2(d) cannot be found by the methods in Fig. 2(b) and (c) is
that the topology inFig. 2(d) consumes 59.53mW(>50.43mW)

with the implementation point 1, and therefore is discarded
during the iteration of the topology synthesis. This suggests
that exploiting implementation diversity of routers would
enhance the quality of the NoC topology synthesis.

4 PROPOSED NOC TOPOLOGY DESIGN
METHODOLOGY

4.1 Problem Definition and Assumptions
The problem to be tackled in this work can be classified as
application-specific irregular No Ctopology synthesis problem. The
optimization scopes of our synthesis method include 1) con-
nections amongprocessing elements (PEs) and routers, 2) con-
nections among routers, 3) internal connections among the
ports inside routers, and 4) implementation points of the ports
inside routers.

Our synthesis process requires two inputs: 1) the building
block library which contains timing, area, and power
information of the router building blocks (details will be
discussed in Section 4.4), and 2) the communication requirement
graph (CRG)which contains the communication requirements
such as bandwidth and latency constraints of the target
application, defined as follow;

A is a directed graph , where denotes
a source or a sink of a communication, i.e. a network
interface, and denotes a communication between

and . and are the communication
volume (e.g. in MB/s) and the latency constraint (e.g. in
ns) of , respectively.

Also, we made several assumptions to simplify the prob-
lem and concentrate on the proposed ideas. The following
conditions are assumed in this work:

All the routers in the network operate at a same clock
frequency/voltage, and interfacing between different
clock frequency/voltage domains is done by the network
interfaces.
Each communication in the CRG is routed through only
one path; that is, deterministic single-path routing is
assumed for each .
The communication requirements in CRG are static; that
is, the communication characteristics described in CRG
do not change over time or use-cases.3

With these inputs and assumptions, our NoC topology
synthesis problem is defined as follow;

given and the building block library ,
find the NoC topology (both inter- and intra-router topol-

ogies) and the implementation points for all the building
blocks which yield the lowest cost (power consumption in
this work),

such that all the communication requirements in ,
i.e. and are satisfied.

4.2 Proposed Synthesis Methodology
Fig. 3 shows the proposed NoC topology synthesis methodol-
ogy juxtaposed with the current logic synthesis methodology.
In the logic synthesis methodology, the foundry characterizes
the cells for their various implementations (i.e. various drive

Fig. 1. Implementationdiversityof (a) inputport (fanout ) and (b)output
port (fanin ) of an on-chip router (measured at 400 MHz operating
frequency).

3. Ourmethod canbe extended to support dynamic traffic patterns by
capturing bandwidth and latency constraints for multiple timewindows,
similar to [15], [26].
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strengths) and the design company uses them to produce the
bestnetlist (shown in the left half of Fig. 3). Inspiredby the logic
synthesis methodology, in the proposed NoC topology syn-
thesis methodology, the router building blocks (the subcompo-
nents of on-chip router, input port and output port in this
work) are characterized for their various implementations, and
the resulting building block library is used in the topology
synthesis (shown in the right half of Fig. 3).

Specifically, the router building blocks are designed by the
SoC design company itself or provided by NoC IP vendors,
such as ARM, Sonics, and Arteris. Provided the RTL codes of
the building blocks, the design company performs the char-
acterization of the building blocks for their various imple-
mentations with the target foundry’s technology library.
Together with the library of the building blocks, a router
modeling method is needed to obtain the characteristics (delay,
area, and power consumption) of a router from those of the
building blocks. Since we characterize the router building

blocks rather than the entire routers and obtain the routers’
characteristics based on the building blocks, we can easily
take the partial connection configuration of the routers into
account. Finally,with thebuildingblock library and the router
modeling method, the NoC topology synthesis is performed
while exploiting the diverse implementations of routers to
find better topological choices.

4.3 Router Architecture
Before we explain the proposed router characterization and
modeling method, we first introduce the router architecture
used in this work.4 We designed a two-stage pipeline worm-
hole router, where the stages are link traversal and input
buffering (LT) and switch allocation and crossbar traversal (CT).
If there is no contention, the flit which arrived the input port
can be captured by the output register in the destined output
port at the very next cycle. Then, the capturedflit traverses the
link to the downstream router after the propagation delay of
the output register. We assumed source routing to simplify
the router design; that is, the route is decided by the source
node and just handed to the routers, and therefore the routers
only need to shift the routefield of the headerflitwhen tossing
it to the next router.We used stop-go flow control mechanism
where the almost full signal of the input FIFO indicates ‘stop’
and ‘go’ of flits. The flit width is 66b where the two MSB bits
indicate the types of the flit: Head, Body, Tail, and
Head and Tail (i.e. one flit packet).

Typically, an on-chip wormhole router consists of four
types of building blocks: input port, output port (or just output
register), crossbar switch, and switch allocator [30] [as shown
in Fig. 4(a)]. Also, a typical wormhole router is pipelined in
three stages: link traversal and input buffering, switch alloca-
tion, and crossbar traversal and output buffering.5 Note that, in

Fig. 3. The overview of the proposed NoC topology design methodology.

Fig. 2. Effect of considering implementation diversity in NoC topology synthesis, (a) CRG of the target system (G1_x4), (b) topology synthesized only
with implementation point 1, (c) implementation points of the ports are simply replaced in the topology in (b), and (d) topology is synthesized considering
all the implementation points.

4. Note that this does not mean that the proposed methodology is
restricted to the specific router architecture, but it canbe generally applied
to any router architectures with their proper building block classifica-
tions. For instance, the 4-stage virtual channel (VC) router in Intel’s 48-
core chip multiprocessor [30] can be divided into four building blocks:
1) the input buffer, 2) the block containing the switch allocator and the
route computation unit (the two operations are done in the same pipeline
stage), 3) the block containing VC allocator and the DEMUX part of the
crossbar switch (VC allocation and buffer read are done in the same
pipeline stage), and 4) theMUXpart of the crossbar switch and the output
register.

5. Separate routing stage is typically omitted when source routing or
look-ahead routing is used [31], [32].
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our router design, it is not only meaningless but also increases
the characterization efforts to characterize all these four types
of building blocks separately, since these building blocks are
not dedicated to their own pipeline stages (see Section 4.4). In
order to simplify the characterization process, we reduced the
types of building blocks from four to two, input port and output
port, by 1)usingdistributedarbiters over all outputports rather
than a centralized switch allocator, and 2) splitting the crossbar
switch into demultiplexor (DEMUX) part and multiplexor
(MUX) part and putting them into input ports and output
ports, respectively. The modified router architecture and
the details of the input port and the output port are shown
in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively. Only localwire bundles reside
among the ports to connect them.

The input port consists of flit FIFO and its control logics
(which is also in charge of the stop-go flow control and the
output port request), a route computation block, and MUX
and DEMUX data paths. The route computation block is in
charge of updating the selection signals of the DEMUX and
MUX only when the current flit is a Head flit, and in charge of
shifting the routefield of theflit. The output port consists of an
arbiter, MUX data path, and an output register. A flit is
forwarded according to the following procedure:

At the beginning of the LT stage, a flit captured in an
output port of an upstream router begins to traverse the
link to the downstream router, after the propagation
delay of the output register ( ).
The flit traverses the long global wires between the
upstream and the downstream routers ( ).
The flit which arrived the downstream router is success-
fully stored in the input buffer after the setup-time of the
FIFO ( ), and this is the end of the LT stage.
The flit captured in the input buffer becomes available for
the route computation, if it is at the head of the FIFO, after
the propagationdelay of input FIFO.This is the beginning
of the CT stage. If the flit is a Head flit, the routing

information is updated and otherwise kept as the previ-
ous value. With the routing information, the flit and the
request signal are sent to the target output port. The delay
of this path is .
In the output port, the arbitration is done for the received
request signals and the grant signals are sent back to the
input ports to update the FIFO’s read pointers. At the
same time, the flit passes through the MUX according to
the updated arbitration result, and reaches the output
register. This is the end of the CT stage, and the delay of
this path is .

Note that the paths in the CT stage aremostly implemented
in combinational logic with some exceptions; updating the
read pointers in the input FIFO and updating the token in the
arbiter are in the clocked path. The critical path of the CT stage
is indicatedwith a bolddashed line inFig. 4(c). In the following
subsection, we will introduce the router building block char-
acterization method for the presented router architecture.

4.4 Building Block Characterization and Router
Modeling

Based on the architectures of the router and the building
blocks presented in the previous subsection, we perform
characterization only for the input ports and the output ports
of their various sizes. All the possible router configurations,
including partial connections, can be covered by simple
assembly of the ports. The size of an input port is measured
by its fanout, the number of the output ports to which it is
connected. Similarly, the size of an output port ismeasured by
its fanin, the number of the input ports towhich it is connected.

As shown in Fig. 4(c), each type of port has clock path and
combinational path inside. The combinational path of the input
port and that of the output port together comprise a clock
path. However, since we characterize them separately, each
half of the CT stage should be characterized as combinational
path in its belonging port.

Fig. 4. Thearchitectures of router andbuildingblocks: (a) a typicalwormhole router architecture, (b) the proposedbuildingblock classificationand router
architecture, and (c) the detailed architectures of the input port and the output port.
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The characterization flow takes the following parameters
as inputs:

Set of available clock frequencies , where denotes
a possible clock frequency.
Set of fractional values ,where indicates the delay
of the combinational path of the port as the fraction of the
clock period.
Themaximumvalues of the fanout and the fanin, denoted
as and , respectively.

In our previouswork [23], the entire router is characterized
only for the clock path and it is assumed that any arbitrary
clock frequency is possible in the network. However, in real
designs, possible clock frequencies are limited due to the
implementation overheads, and therefore we assume that the
possible clock frequencies are given by the designer as an
input. The fractional value determines the delay of the
combinational path of the port as the ratio to the given clock
period . If the combinational path delay of an input
port is ( is the clock period), then that of an
output port ,which is connected to the inputport,must be
less than or equal to so that the total delay of the CT
stage is within a clock cycle. We define the pair ( , ) as
Implementation Point of the port, and denote it with . In
the rest of thepaper, the implementationpointwill bedenoted
as the pair ( , ) or interchangeably.

The overall characterization flow is shown in Fig. 5. Each
type of port is characterized for all possible sizes (i.e. fanout or
fanin) and for all the possible combinationof clock frequencies
and combinational path delays. The RTL generator is invoked
for each type and each size of the port, and RTL synthesis is
performedmultiple times for every combination of and

. After each synthesis, the result is checked for the
constraint violation and, if there is no violation, saved into
the building block library. The total number of RTL synthesis
needed is simply . For example, if the
maximum allowable size of the router is 10x10 and there are 5
possible clock frequencies and 4 combinational path delays,
we need 400 RTL synthesis (200 for each type of port). Note
that all the possible partial connection configurations of
routers can be covered with this characterization. Compared
to the previouswork, the characterizationmethodused in [23]
requires 499 RTL synthesis for 1x2 to 10x10 routers (omitting
1x1 router) only for fully connected routers, and the number
dramatically increases when the partial connection is consid-
ered. In addition to the reduction in the number of RTL
synthesis, each synthesis time is greatly shortened since the
component being synthesized is a port which is much smaller
than an entire router in the proposed method.

At each implementationpoint, a port is characterized for its
area and power consumption as long as the delay constraints
are met. The power consumption of a port at implementation
point , is modeled as follow.

where and are the clock frequency (measured in MHz)
and the activity (measured in MB/s) of the port, respectively.
The first term is the leakage power consumption which
is independent of the clock frequency and the activity. The
second term is one part of dynamic power consumption
which is proportional only to the clock frequency (e.g. clock
network), and is the corresponding coefficient. The last

term is the other part of dynamicpower consumptionwhich is
proportional to both the clock frequency and the input activity
(e.g. register) and is the corresponding coefficient. The
three power-related coefficients, , , and are ex-
tracted throughout the characterization process and saved
into the building block library.

With the delay, area, and power consumption obtained for
the ports, the area and power consumption of a router can be
easily calculated by summing those of the ports inside the
router. Formally, and , the area and power
consumption of a router , respectively, are

where is a port in the router , and and are
their area and power consumption, respectively.

As aforementioned, the path delay of the CT stage is
modeled as the sum of and . This router modeling
may show inaccuracy due to several factors; for example, the
effect of the local wires between ports is not accounted, and
the exact values of the output loads (driving strengths) of an
input port (output port) are hard to obtain since the port is
synthesized without considering how the boundary of the
output port (input port) is synthesized. However, in our
experiment, the proposed router modeling shows only about
3% error compared to the measured values for the entire
router. The details of the validation methodology and results
will be demonstrated in Section 5.2.

4.5 Synthesis Algorithm
4.5.1 Top Level Synthesis Flow
We embedded the proposed ideas in the
network topology synthesis framework presented in [15]. For
the sake of self-containedness, we include brief introduction
to the ; it is an irregular on-chip network topol-
ogy synthesis algorithm for specific applications. In the

, the design space is defined by the chained edge
partitioning (CEP), inwhich a network topology is represented

Fig. 5. The building blocks characterization flow.
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by a set of edge partitions. A topology is encoded as a set of
non-negative integer sequences produced by the enhanced
restricted growth function (ERGF). The algorithm iteratively
generates candidate topologies by the ERGF and evaluates
themuntil the ERGF sequence reaches itsmaximum. Since the
work in [15] considers only the inter-router level topology and
single implementation point, we added the features of apply-
ing partial connection and exploiting implementation diver-
sity into the .6

Finally, the top-level synthesis flow is shown in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 6, the steps in shaded boxes are added or modified parts
from the work in [15]. There are four major changes made in
this work: 1) the step for removing unused connections in
routers is added, 2) the evaluation step is enhanced so that
every building block in the candidate topology is evaluated
with its optimal implementation point assigned, 3) packet
latency model is enhanced to reflect contention latency, and
4) simulation-based verification phase is added.

Since removing unused connections in the routers is quite
straightforward, we will skip the detailed explanation for it.
For the added verification phase, an in-house cycle-count-
accurateSystemCsimulator isusedinwhichPEsaremimicked
by traffic generators. If any bandwidth or latency violation is
detected during the simulation phase, the synthesis phase is
invoked again with more tightened constraints; specifically,

’s in CRG are multiplied or ’s are divided by a
constraint multiplier to make the synthesis phase to estimate
the bandwidth and/or latency more conservatively.

In the rest of this subsection,wewillfirst present the details
of themodified evaluation algorithmwhich also performs the
implementation point assignment (Section 4.5.2). After that,
we will discuss the modified latency model (Section 4.5.3).

4.5.2 Implementation Point Assignment and Topology
Evaluation

We propose two different approaches for exploiting the
implementation diversity in the NoC topology synthesis:

the post-process approach and the in-process approach. In the
former, the topology synthesis process is done first with a
single implementation for the routers, and then the resulting
topology is optimized just once at the end by substituting the
ports with their best-fitting implementations. Therefore,
using diverse implementations does not affect the determina-
tion of the topology at all. On the other hand, the latter
approach tries to find the best fitting implementation of every
port for every candidate topology. Since all the candidate
topologies are evaluated with their optimal implementations
assigned, using the diverse implementations can affect the
determination of the topology with the in-process approach.
In the rest of this subsection, the in-process approach will be
introduced in detail, and then the post-process approach can
be understood straightforwardly.

The detailed algorithm for evaluate topology at line 6 of
Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7. The procedure evaluate topology

starts by obtaining the minimum required clock frequency
from the given topology (line 1). Sincewe assume the single
clock frequency for the network, this step determines for all

Fig. 6. The top level topology synthesis flow.

Fig. 7. The procedure to evaluate a topology.

Fig. 8. The procedure to assign the best implementation point to the
combinational path of a port.

6. More specifically, CEP rand algorithm in [16] is used as inter-router
level topology synthesis algorithm. Note that the proposed idea can be
easily augmented with other iterative NoC topology synthesis algo-
rithms, such as the algorithms in [17]–[20].
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the ports in the current network candidate. The following
procedure is for determining for each port. The ports cannot
be optimized independently since there exist connections
between the combinational paths of the input ports and those
of the output ports, and for all the connected paths,

must be less than or equal to the clock period.
Therefore,finding the optimal assignment of for all the ports
is not a simpleproblem. In thiswork,weuse a greedyapproach
in assigning for each port. First, from line 4 to 7,
the minimum value of , is assigned for all the ports
and they are evaluated. In other words, all the ports are
evaluated at their fastest implementations for the combina-
tional paths. In the next step, at line 8, the ports are sorted in a
descending order according to their evaluated power con-
sumption. At line 11, the procedure squeeze down comb

path is performed to assign for each port according to the
sorted order. This procedure replaces the combinational path
of the port with its least power-consuming possible imple-
mentation (figuratively, squeezesdown theport to its smallest
possible state). The rationale behind this approach is to
replace the most power-consuming port with its least
power-consuming implementation. More detailed explana-
tion will be given later in this subsection. Now that the port is
assigned the proper , its implementation point is fixed and
therefore it is evaluated again for the new implementation
point (line 12).

The details of squeeze dow comb path at line 11 of Fig. 7 is
shown in Fig. 8. At the beginning of the procedure, it first
determines howmuch the port can be squeezed down (line 1);
the portmaybe connected to one ormore ports of the opposite
type which are already assigned their . In this case, the port
may not be assigned its least power-consuming implementa-
tion since the combinational path delaymust be small enough
to satisfy the clock frequency when combined with the com-
binational paths of the connected ports ( ). Therefore,
the upper bound of for this port, is obtained first by
searching the ports to which it is connected. Within the upper
bound, all possible is tested to find the least-power con-
suming implementation from line 3 to 9. Note that we test all
the possible rather than taking the for the port for the
sake of better generality of the algorithm; a larger means
longer delay of the combinational path of the port, and an
implementationwith longer (i.e. loose) delay constraint tends
to consume less power. However, this tendency cannot be
guaranteed especially when the implementation relies on the
automated design flows (e.g. RTL synthesis and auto P&R).
After the best for this port, is found, the procedure ends
by setting the flag “ _fixed” to true. This flag is used when
another port connected to this port tries to determine its

(line 1). More specifically, a port with “ ” returns
its assigned when called by the procedure find max

allowable_ , whereas a port with “ ” returns
so that the requesting port can be freely squeezed down

without upper bound.
In the post-process approach, the procedure evaluate

topology is performedwith only a single implementation for
each port during the topology synthesis, while skipping the
procedure squeeze down comb path. Then, at the end of the
procedure NoC topology synthesis, the procedure
evaluate topology is invoked again with using, at this time,
all the implementations and the procedure squeeze down

comb path.
The additional complexity of the proposed method can be

broken down into the following three components: 1) pre-
evaluation of the ports (line 6 in Fig. 7), 2) sorting the ports
(line 8 in Fig. 7), and 3) squeezing down the combinational
paths of theports (line 11 inFig. 7). Toanalyze the complexityof
the three components, let the maximum number of ports on a
router be . Then, the complexity of evaluating all the ports is

since evaluation of one port can be done with
complexity. The complexity of sorting the ports is typically

. The complexity of the third component is the
multiplication and the complexity of the procedure
squeeze down comb path. The complexity of squeeze down

comb path is (line 1 in Fig. 8) (line 3 to 9 in
Fig. 8). Accordingly, the additional complexity of the proposed
method is

. Note that these additional computa-
tions occur only once at the end of the synthesis phase in the
post-process approach, whereas they occur in every candidate
topology evaluation step in the in-process approach.

4.5.3 Modified Latency Model
The work in [15] used the simple hop-count level latency
estimation which cannot capture the contention latency. That
simple latencymodelmay produce obsolete results especially
for the application having high communication volume.
Therefore, we changed the latency model to reflect the con-
tention latency.

We follow the latency modeling methodology used in [32]
with somemodifications. Sameas in [32],wemodel thepacket
latency as a function of base traffic utilization and interfering
traffic utilization; suppose a situationwhere an input port in
a router competes for an output port with the other input
ports of the router, as shown inFig. 9(a).Also, suppose thatwe
are interested in the latency that experiences to . In such a
situation,we call as base input port and its utilization of as

Fig. 9. Latency modeling, (a) modeling environment, (b) regressed latency when , (c) regressed latency when , and (d) regressed .
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base traffic utilization (denoted as ). The other input ports of
the router that compete for with are named as competing
input ports and their total utilization of is named as
interfering traffic utilization (denoted as ).7

We made two major changes to the latency model used in
[32]: 1)we reflect the dependence on the number of competing
input ports (denoted as hereafter) and 2) use higher order
equation for the regression. We calculate the latency with a
specific ( ) with the following regression model.

where to are the fitting coefficients.8 The regression
results when and are shown in Fig. 9(b) and
(c), respectively. The results show the obvious dependence of
the latency on the number of competing input ports. We
observed that the latency increases linearly as increases
at specific ( , ). We define the slope at ( , ) as . We
also observed that the dependence of on and is
similar to . Therefore, we use the same regression
model in Eqn. 3 for and the result is shown in Fig. 9(d).

Finally, we estimate the packet latency with the following
equation.

The obtained fitting coefficients for and are
listed in Table 1.

5 EXPERIMENT

5.1 Experiment Environment
The evaluation results of the proposed method are presented
in this section. In the first part of the experiment, we will
validate the proposed router characterization and modeling
method. In the second part, we will demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed NoC topology synthesis method
which exploits the partial connection and the implementation
diversity of routers. The router characterization process is
fully automated by our in-house Verilog RTL and characteri-
zation script (for synthesis, and timing and power analysis)
generators. The topographical synthesis is performed for the
RTL synthesis to minimize inaccuracy of the frontend-only
characterization, using SynopsysDesign Compiler and 90 nm
design kit. Detailed synthesis environment is summarized at
the top of Table 2. The timing and power analysis is done
using Synopsys PrimeTime. The parameters for the router
architecture and characterization are shown at themiddle and
bottom of Table 2, respectively. The entire characterization
process, from the RTL and script generation to building the

complete port library, was done within roughly a day using
single core virtual machine with 512 MB main memory. The
host machine has 2.8 GHz processor and 8 GBmain memory.

For the evaluationofourNoC topologymethod,weapplied
the method to the five benchmarks used in [5], [13], [17]. We
multiplied the communication volumes of the benchmarks
with three different factors so that the wider range of the
implementation points can be exploited during the synthesis.9

The characteristics of the benchmarks are summarized in
Table 3 where the columns labeled and show the
numbers of PEs and communication edges, respectively. In
the simulation phase of our method, we assume that packet
size is 512b (flit size is 64b, same as the data width of a port).
Therefore, a packet consists of 1 head flit and 8 payload flits.

5.2 Validation of Router Modeling
In order to validate the proposed port-based router modeling
method, we compare the values from our router modeling to
those from the actual measurement. The methodology used to
validate the proposed modeling is shown in Fig. 10(a). Using
the actual implementations of the ports, a top-level router RTL
code can be simply assembled by selecting the ports of the
desired sizes and implementation points, and connecting each
other. In the next step, we set the ports as “don’t touch”
modules since they are already in their synthesized form (i.e.
netlist) and we want their implementations not to be changed.
After that,weperformsynthesis for the router,whichwill likely
end upwith optimizing only the local wires between the ports.
Finally, the characteristics of the resulting router implementa-
tion aremeasured and compared to the values from themodel.

The router configuration and the implementation points of
its ports are shown in Fig. 10(b), and the clock frequency and

TABLE 1
Regression Results

TABLE 2
Configurations of Router and Its Characterization

TABLE 3
Benchmark Description

7. Refer to [33] for the formal definitions of the base traffic utilization
and the interfering traffic utilization.

8. The latency model in [33] does not have the last term of the
righthand-side of Eqn. 3.

9. The original benchmarks have not enough amount of traffic to
exploit the clock frequencies in other than theminimumclock frequency
(400 MHz).
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the input bandwidth (which determines toggle rate) assumed
are 400 MHz and 600 MB/s, respectively. The results are
shown in Table 4. The third row, labeled as “Delay”, is for the
longest CT stage delay [the path indicated by the bold dashed
line in Fig. 4(c)] among the CT stages paths between the input
ports and the output ports. The dashed rectangle in Fig. 10(b)
indicates the pathwhich has, bymeasurement, the longest CT
stage delay. Note that the expected longest CT stage delay is
2.5 ns between the 3rd input port and the 5th output port
( ), but the actual path and the delay value
is different from the expectation. It is because the the expected
delay is given as the upper bound for the RTL synthesis and
therefore the resulting implementation can have any smaller
delay than expected, in case of successful synthesis. The result
shows that the accuracy of the proposed model is roughly
about 97% for all the metrics (specifically, from 96.813% to
97.621% in absolute values). We believe that the result con-
vinces the validity of the proposed router modeling method
including the building block characterization presented in
Section 4.4.

5.3 Evaluation of the Topology Synthesis Method
The effectiveness of our NoC topology synthesis method
presented in Section 4.5 is demonstrated in this subsection.10

We compared the post-process approach and the in-process
approach to the conventional approach which considers only
a single implementation for the routers. Specifically, the
following six cases will be compared:

The in-process optimization is used but the partial con-
nection of routers is not exploited ( ).
The partial connection is exploited but only a single
implementation point with is used
(SIG1000).
The partial connection is exploited but only a single
implementation point with is used
(SIG800).

Thepost-process optimization is performed after SIG1000
( ).
The post-process optimization is performed after SIG800
( ).
The partial connection is exploited and the in-process
optimization is used (INP).

Note that SIG1000 and SIG800 represent for the method in
[24] in which the partial connection of switches is exploited in
the synthesis process but the implementation diversity is not
considered. On the other hand, represents for
the method in [23] in which the implementation diversity is
exploited but the partial connection of routers cannot be
considered due to the limitation of its router characterization
and modeling method. For SIG1000 and SIG800, and

are assumed for the input ports and the output ports,
respectively.

We first compare and INP to show the
effectiveness of exploiting the partial connection of routers
together with the implementation diversity, and this compar-
ison directly shows the advantage of our method over the
method in [23]. The power consumptions of
and INP are shown in Fig. 11, where values are normalized to
those of . The numbers (with the prefix ‘x’)
shown above the benchmark symbols are the bandwidth
multiplication factors used to artificially multiply the com-
munication volumes of the benchmarks. The results show that
the power consumption is reduced by up to 67.8% (G5_x2)
and 40.0% on average. This reduction in power consumption
can be achieved by 1) reducing the number of routers used
and 2) minimizing the sizes of ports inside the routers.

Secondly, we discuss the effectiveness of exploiting the
implementation diversity by comparing SIG1000, SIG800,

, , and INP. Note that the partial
connection is considered in the same way for all the five
approaches. The total power consumption of the five ap-
proaches is shown in Fig. 12, where the values are normalized
to those of SIG1000. The results show that applying only the
post-process optimization brings considerable amount of
power reduction compared to the single implementation
approaches. Quantitatively, the post-process optimization

Fig. 10. Router model validation, (a) the validation method and (b) the
router configuration and implementation points of the ports.

TABLE 4
Router Model Validation Results

Fig. 11. Effect of considering the partial connection together with the
implementation diversity.

10. Due to the space limitation, we present only the most important
subset of the results in the paper. To compensate for this limitation, a
supplement document (which can be found in the Computer
Society Digital Library at https://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TC.2013.294) is prepared which contains more details of the
reported results as well as sets of other experimental results. In our
experiments, no casewas foundwhere the bandwidth/latency constraint
violation is detected in the simulation phase. The measured latencies can
be also found in the supplement document. The location of the document
is http://dtl.yonsei.ac.kr/others/jun_exploiting_supplement.pdf.
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reduces the power consumption by up to 28.1% (G3_x6) and
15.8% on average when applied to SIG1000. When applied to
SIG800, the reduction is up to 13.4% (G2_x4) and 6.5% on
average. Note that the power reduction by the post-process
optimization is achieved solely by replacing the implementa-
tion points of the ports, while the network topology and the
internal connections of the routers are not affected.

Using the in-process optimization, the power reduction is
up to 28.1% (G3_x6) and 19.1% on average compared to
SIG1000, and up to 18.5% (G2_x5) and 9.4% on average
compared to SIG800. Also, even compared to the post-process
optimization, the in-processoptimization shows furtherpower
reduction. The power reduction is up to 12.0% (G4_x9) and
10.1% (G2_x5), and 3.7% and 3.1% on average, compared to

and , respectively. The in-process
optimization often produces different topologies compared to
thepost-processoptimization.More specifically, the in-process
optimization shows improvement over the post-process opti-
mization by choosing different topologies for G1_x4, G1_x4.5,
G2_x5, G2_x6, G4_x8, and G4_x9. This result proves that our
idea, exploiting implementation diversity, does help improve
the quality of NoC topology synthesis process.

The proposed method may increase the synthesis time
since it requires the additional implementation point assign-
ment procedure. In our experiment, we found that the addi-
tional time for the post-process optimization is unmeasurably
small, but the in-process method increased the synthesis time
by up to 249% (G1_x4.5) and 57.8% on average. Therefore, the
post-process optimization can be preferably used if the syn-
thesis time is critical, and the in-process optimization can be
used if the quality is the most crucial factor.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a NoC topology synthesis meth-
odology which exploits diverse implementations of on-chip
routers. Thanks to the proposed port-based router charac-
terization and modeling method, the partial connection of
routers can be effectively considered during the topology
synthesis, and at the same time, each individual port can take
advantage of exploiting its multiple implementations. The
conventional router characterization methods cannot sup-
port either the implementation diversity nor the partial
connection in the topology synthesis, whereas the proposed
router characterization and modeling method covers both
properties. The validation results show that our routermodel
is accurate enough (within 3% error rate). In the evaluation of
our NoC topology synthesis method, it is shown that the

proposed method can considerably improve the design
quality; compared to the method in which the implementa-
tion diversity is exploited but the partial connection is not,
the proposed method can reduce the power consumption by
up to 67.8%; compared to the method in which the partial
connection is exploited but the implementation diversity is
not, the amount of power reduction is by up to 28.1%.

We decided not to take the floorplain effect into account in
this work, and left it as our future work; we plan to extend the
proposedwork to a co-synthesismethod of theNoC topology
and the floorplan where the implementation diversity of links
can be considered together. Also, we plan to validate the
method in more dynamic traffic environment.
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